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Abstract. The EEG signal is an important tool for the diagnosis and prediction of epilepsy due to 
EEG containing a large number of physiological and pathological information. Based on alpha 
rhythm multi-channel EEG (electroencephalogram), this paper applied inner composition alignment 
(IOTA) algorithm to construct brain functional network and visualize the network topology. It is to 
apply the algorithm to calculate and analyze IOTA coefficient, the node average degree and 
clustering coefficient of epileptic brain network for studying if epileptic brain network is 
significantly different from those of normal. The results show that IOTA coefficient of epileptic 
brain network obviously differs from the normal by calculating T testing with SPSS software, 
which proved that the effectiveness of the algorithm to distinguish IOTA coefficient of epileptic 
brain network.  

Introduction 
EEG can effectively reflect the physiology activities of brain nerve cells and it is important to 

analyze and diagnose epilepsy [1]. Currently, doctors predict and diagnose epilepsy through EEG 
pathological waves in clinical trials. 

Inner composition alignment algorithm (IOTA) is a nonlinear algorithm [2] based on 
permutation to calculate the coupling relationship between the multi-channel EEG signals. The 
research shows that IOTA coefficient of epilepsy patients α rhythm (8 ~ 13 Hz) EEG significantly 
distinguishes with normal subjects. Finally, we give statistical analysis of the samples and come to 
relevant conclusions. 

The basic principle of  Inner composition alignment algorithm 

Next, we define IOTA and analyze its properties. Given the time series and of the 

subsystems  and  over the same time domains, let be the permutation which orders  in a 

non-decreasing order, i.e. , :  . The series  is the 

reordering of the time series  with respect to . The definition of IOTA coefficient is as 
following: 

                       (1) 
Where n is the length of the time series,  is a normalization constant which corresponds to the 
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maximum number of crossing,  denotes weight coefficients.. 

                                            （2） 
 is the Heaviside step function, 

                                            （3） 
The paper calculates the coupling relationship between the multi-channel EEG signals with the 

inner composition alignment algorithm (IOTA). Each lead of EEG is a node of network, a total of 
16 nodes. Select the first 50s data of the original data, a total of 25,600 samples. It will be divided 
into 256 segments, each has 100 sample points. After calculating the IOTA unidirectional coupling 
coefficient of each segment and averaging to obtain the IOTA unidirectional coupling coefficient of 
every two nodes, it was got the coefficient matrix. Through numerous experiments, the appropriate 

coefficient  is 0.96. Thus, we can compute the threshold  by . Where  

is mean of the IOTA unidirectional coupling coefficient matrix. When the element  of 

coefficient matrix  is greater than the threshold , it was thought that the two leads region 
 have functional connections, then adjacency matrix coefficient corresponding value was set to 

1. On the contrary, the two leads region doesn’t have functional connections, the adjacency matrix 
coefficient corresponding value was to 0. 

The data processing and analysis 
Nodes’ coordinates in the network are the relative physical position between electrodes during 

EEG acquisition, which contribute to construct brain functional network and visualize via filter 
simulation with matlab software[3]. This paper only presents each sample of epilepsy and normal 
brain function network topology graph and its degree distribution due to limited space, as shown in 
Figure 1. 
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(c)                                     (d) 

Figure 1 (a) Network topology graph of epileptic brain function; (b) Degree distribution of 
the epileptic patient;(c) Network topology graph of normal brain function; (d) Degree distribution 

of the normal subject. 
 

For figure 1 (a) and (c), the figure in the upper right corner is the average degree of the network 
nodes. Node degree of epilepsy patient in (a) is 5.75, and that of the normal subject in(c) is 4.625, 
which shows that the brain function network of alpha rhythm epileptic electroencephalogram is 
more complex than the normal EEG. At the same time, it can be clearly seen the connections of 
each node of epileptic patient are mostly more than the normal subject from (a) and (c). 

To compare accurately IOTA coefficient of epilepsy patients with the normal subjects, we 
analyze each 20 individuals of epileptic and Normal subjects. The results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1  

 

The experiment selects each 20 groups epileptic and normal EEG. The average of the IOTA 
coefficient in epileptic group is 0.7514 and the normal group is 0.7632. The standard deviation of 
the IOTA coefficient in epileptic group is 0.014, and the normal group is 0.0171, which display the 
coupling degree of brain network of epileptic patients is more than normal peoples in the alpha 
rhythm. 

Experimental data is alpha rhythm electroencephalogram filtered from original data after the data 
was de-noised and processed through wavelet transform [4]. After statistical analyzing and 
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hypothesis testing significant differences for two groups data, we obtained the results p=0.022<0.05. 
It can be concluded that, compared to normal peoples, the brain functional network characteristics 
of alpha band of brain network complexity of epilepsy patients is higher than the normal. It was 
shown that IOTA coefficients can distinguish between epilepsy and normal peoples. 

Conclusions 

This paper uses IOTA algorithm，through filtering program，obtaining alpha rhythm EEG data 
from 20 normal subjects group and 20 epilepsy patients group. Then we analyzed IOTA coefficients 
using independent-Samples T Test. The results showed that the IOTA coefficient of epileptic 
patients and normal person have significant difference. Simultaneously, this paper calculates 
unidirectional coupling coefficient of 16 leads based on EEG data. After selecting appropriate 
threshold, it was built brain function networks. Comparing epilepsy patients' brain network features 
with normal subjects’, we also found a significant difference between them. Above all show that 
patients with epilepsy brain network have changes, thus verify the effectiveness of the algorithm in 
constructing and analyzing brain networks. At the same time, it also has certain reference 
significance for clinical research. 
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